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Processes related to phase transformations are a potential set of procedures for
tailoring the microstructure and performance of alloys. The particular material phase
transformations, which take place during thermomechanical processes, have
technological importance for industry and its successful rely on understanding and
correct application of key mechanisms that control microstructure and thus material
properties. In this regard, the extension of the microalloyed high strength low alloy
(HSLA) steels use for transmission pipeline applied in harsh environment (e.g.
permafrost and seismic grounds) requires combination of conflicting properties such
as strength and ductility. Furthermore, additional considerations like low Carbon and
low Silicon, for suitable weldability of this class of steels, set an upper bound limit for
employing these elements to promote steel properties enhancement through
Quenching & Partitioning (Q&P) concept [1,2]. Thus, processes for promoting TRIPaided, where transformation plasticity leads to expressive improvement in the
properties due to the presence metastable Austenite, must consider these boundary
conditions. On the other hand, relatively high strength can be achieved by making use
of bainitic microstructures. Nevertheless, by design innovative process exploring the
Bainite incomplete reaction (ICT) [3] and Carbides dissolution [4] phenomenon, it is
likely that the multiphase bainitic microstructure with metastable Austenite may
result in the expected properties. These inputs have shown opportunities to better
understand the Physical Metallurgy comprising strengthening and ductility limits of
HSLA steels. Thus, this project is focus on iterative approach combining a systematic
alloy-process design, getting best scientific descriptions of thermo-kinetic
computational methods, driven by high-resolution material characterization in
different length scales, aiming to understand the competing processes for Austenite
stabilization in fairly lean alloy steel.
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Very good English command. Bachelor in Physics, Materials Science, Chemistry or
related disciplines. Master in Materials Science or related disciplines. Knowledge of
German will be appreciated but not compulsory.
The general requirements for the DocMASE program regarding courses, seminars,
summer schools, etc must be fulfilled. Particulraly, 30 ECTS of lectures have to be
validated at the end of the PhD and you are expected to publish the results of your
studies in international peer-reviewed journals.

